Frequently asked questions - Brazil

**Admission process**

*Where will the international admission program tests be held?*

In Brazil, the tests take place usually in Belo Horizonte, Campinas, Porto Alegre, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. The list of test centers is determined after the closing of on-line applications.

**Fees and financial support**

*Does IP Paris intend to participate in the France-Brazil Brafitec program?*

Certainly. Projects will be prepared and submitted as soon as possible.

**Diplôme d’ingénieur programs**

*Is there an equivalence with a Brazilian degree / a direct validation of a diplôme d’ingénieur of an IP Paris school in Brazil?*

The regulation of the engineering profession is fully different in France and in Brazil. There is no direct validation. In Brazil, if you wish to work as a registered engineer, you must contact the regulatory authority, named CREA and present in all states.

Of course, if a double-engineering degree was the frame of your mobility in France, there is no need to request the recognition of your French degree.

*Which Brazilian universities have programs, such as double degree, with IP Paris? Are there future programs under discussion?*

A table is available on the IP Paris website with the list of current agreements.

If an agreement was signed between your institution and at least one school of IP Paris, please contact the local international relations office to know more about the possibilities offered by this agreement.